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A BIT OF THEORY 
 RESEARCH METHOD 











Some obvious things to 
remember 





• Practice and experience oriented 
• Loosely structured 
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What is mobility? 
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Screens and Interfaces for  
Mobile Contextualized Learning 
Social Personal 
Static Boards  PC 
Mobile Picture Frames Cell-phone 
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Learner support for  








  ALOQA  
      LAYAR  
Location based and augmented reality browsers for learning 
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LOCATORY 
Augmented reality game   
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CONTEXT BLOGGER 
Mobile content injection 
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TEAM.SPOD 
 AND MOBILE MOODLE 
Mobile group connectivity  
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TEAM.CLOUD 
Social Peer Information  
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TEAM.SPACE 





        AND COFINDER 
Constructing contexts 
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Concluding remarks on  
Mobile Contextualized Learning 
Support 
learners’ physical mobility  
and  
transitions between contexts 
through  
detecting, linking and constructing  
contexts 
